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Abstract
The quantum–like representation algorithm (QLRA) was introduced by A.
Khrennikov [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to solve the “inverse Born’s rule problem”, i.e. to con-
struct a representation of probabilistic data– measured in any context of science–
and represent this data by a complex or more general1 probability amplitude which
matches a generalization of Born’s rule. The outcome from QLRA will introduce
the formula of total probability with an additional term of trigonometric, hyper-
bolic or hyper-trigonometric interference and this is in fact a generalization of the
familiar formula of interference of probabilities.
We study representation of statistical data (of any origin) by a probability am-
plitude in a complex algebra and a Clifford algebra (algebra of hyperbolic num-
bers). The statistical datas are collected from measurements of two trichotomous
observables and the complexity of the problem increased eventually compared to
the case of dichotomous observables. We see that only special statistical data (sat-
isfying a number of nonlinear constraints) have a quantum–like representation. In
this paper we will present a class of statistical data which satisfy these nonlinear
constraints and have a quantum–like representation. This quantum–like represen-
tation induces trigonometric-, hyperbolic- and hyper–trigonometric interferences
representation.
1A Clifford algebra is introduced for this more general representation
1
1 Introduction
The inter-relation between classical and quantum probabilistic data was discussed in
numerous papers (from various points of view), see2, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15]. We are interested in the representation of probabilistic data and of any origin3
by a generalization of complex probability amplitudes (wave function). This problem
was discussed in detail in [33]. Here we describe a class of probabilistic data which
permits the quantum-like (QL) representation for the case of two trichotomous observ-
able. Recently the interest to trichotomous observable increased in connection with
experiments of Greger Weihs’ groups to check validity of Born’s rule for triple slit ex-
periment [17]. This test was proposed by R.D. Sorkin [18, 19] and this is an important
test of foundation of quantum mechanics. Experimental studies [17] are characterized
by essential increasing of complexity compared to the well known two slit experiment.
We met the same increasing of complexity in our general theoretical study.
Many papers have been published concerning inter-relation between psychology
and quantum-like representation, e.g., [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Busemeyer et al. give exam-
ples of experiments from cognitive psychology where the formula of total probabilities
fails. They suggest the use of a quantum-like model [26]. In the experiment students
look at pictures that depict people with narrow width and thick lips or wide width and
thin lips. The students tasks are to categorize the faces belonging to either a ‘good’ or
‘bad’ guy group and also judge if the person have a withdraw or attack action. This
can be written as probabilities of categorizing that a face belong to a ‘good’ or ‘bad’
guy group respectively. Similarly we have the probabilities representing withdraw or
attack action. The experiment also give the conditional probabilities, e.g., attack action
conditional to ‘good’ guy. They show that the law of total probability is violated for
some of this collected probability data. To match this data, which is a violation of the
law of total probability, they introduce quantum-like models. In [34] A. Khrennikov
presented the hypothesis that biological systems might use complex probabilistic am-
plitudes (“mental wave functions”) in processing of statistical data. If this hypothesis
is correct, then these amplitudes can be reconstructed on the basis of collected exper-
imental data. In psychology this approach got the name “constructive wave function
approach”.
A general QL-representation algorithm (QLRA) was presented in [33]. This algo-
rithm is based on the formula of total probability with interference term – a disturbance
of the standard formula of total probability. Starting with experimental probabilistic
data, QLRA produces a complex probability amplitude such that probability can be
reconstructed by using Born’s rule.
Although the formal scheme of QLRA works for multi-valued observables of an ar-
bitrary dimension, the description of the class of probabilistic data which can be trans-
fered into QL-amplitudes (the domain of application of QLRA) depends very much on
the dimension. In [35] the simplest case of data generated by dichotomous observables
was studied. Examples of probabilistic data that generate QL-amplitudes are studied in
2The list of references is far from complete, see Khrennikov’s monographs [15, 33] for a detailed list of
references.
3Thus it need not be produced by quantum measurements; it can be collected in e.g. psychology, see
[34].
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[16]. The complexity of the problem increases incredibly compared to the two dimen-
sional case, but here we show a class of probabilistic data that generate QL-amplitudes.
It appears naturally to represent quantum physics by hyperbolic numbers (also
known as perplex, unipodal, duplex or split-complex algebra) and have application
to physics [27]. Hucks shows that a four-component Dirac spinor is equivalent to a
two-component hyperbolic complex spinor and that Lorentz group is homomorphic to
the hyperbolic unitary group [28]. Ulrych analysis the symmetry of the hyperbolic
Hilbert space and representation of Poincare´ mass operator in the hyperbolics algera
[29].
The scheme of presentation is the following. We start with observables given by
quantum mechanics (QM) and derive constraints on phases which are necessary and
sufficient for the QL-representation. Then we use these constraints to produce com-
plex amplitudes and more general (so called hyperbolic) amplitudes from data (of any
origin); some examples, including numerical, are given. In this paper we stress the role
of hyperbolic amplitudes, i.e., amplitudes valued in a special Clifford algebra, so called
hyperbolic algebra, see e.g. [20].
2 Trichotomous incompatible quantum observables
2.1 Probabilities
Let aˆ and ˆb be two self-adjoint operators in three dimensional complex Hilbert space
representing two trichotomous incompatible observables a and b. They take values
a = αi, i = 1,2,3 and b = βl , l = 1,2,3 – spectra of operators. We assume that the
operators have non-degenerated spectra, i.e., αi 6= α j ,βi 6= β j, i 6= j. Consider corre-
sponding eigenvectors:
aˆeaαi = αie
a
αi ,
ˆbebβl = βlebβl .
Denote by ˆPaαi =
∣∣eaαi〉〈eaαi∣∣ and ˆPbβl = |ebβl 〉〈ebβl | one dimensional projection operators
and by Paα and Pbβ the observables represented by there projections. Consider also
projections
ˆPa⊥α1 = ˆP
a
α2 +
ˆPaα3 , ˆP
a⊥
α2 =
ˆPaα1 + ˆP
a
α3 ,
ˆPa⊥α3 = ˆP
a
α1 +
ˆPaα2. (1)
Here the observable Paαi = 1 if the result of the a-measurement is a = αi and P
a
αi = 0 if
a 6=αi. The observables Pbβ are defined in the same way. We have the following relation
between events corresponding to measurements
[Paα1 = 0] = [P
a
α2 = 1]∨ [Paα3 = 1], [Paα2 = 0] = [Paα1 = 1]∨ [Paα3 = 1], (2)
[Paα3 = 0] = [P
a
α1 = 1]∨ [Paα2 = 1].
Here the probabilities given by the QM-formalism are
pbβ ≡ Pψ(b = β ) = || ˆPbβ ψ ||2 = |〈ψ |ebβ 〉|2, (3)
paα ≡ Pψ(a = α) = || ˆPaαψ ||2 = |〈ψ |eaα〉|2,
3
where ψ is a wave function. We also have the conditional (transition) probabilities
given by the QM-formalism as
pb|aβ α ≡ Pψ(b = β |Paα = 1) = || ˆPbβ ˆPaαψ ||2/|| ˆPaαψ ||2 = |〈eaα |ebβ 〉|2. (4)
We remark that non-degeneration of the spectra implies that they do not depend
on ψ . Moreover, the matrix of transition probabilities is doubly stochastic. We will
require the following conditions (compare this with classical probability theory) for
these conditional probabilities;
3
∑
i=1
pb|aβiα j = 1, (5)
for all j = 1,2,3. Here the ψ-dependent conditional probabilities are
pb|aβlαk j ≡ Pψ(b = βl |Paαk = 1∨Paα j = 1) = Pψ(b = βl |Paαi = 0) (6)
=
|| ˆPbβl ( ˆP
a
α j +
ˆPaαk)ψ ||
2
||( ˆPaα j + ˆPaαk)ψ ||
2 ,
where i, j,k ∈ {1,2,3}, j,k 6= i. We have
|| ˆPbβ ( ˆPaα j + ˆPaαk)ψ ||
2
||( ˆPaα j + ˆPaαk)ψ ||
2 =
|| |ebβ 〉〈ebβ |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ψ〉+ |ebβ〉〈ebβ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉 ||
2
|| |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ψ〉+ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉 ||
2 (7)
=
|| |ebβ 〉 ||2 |〈ebβ |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ψ〉+ 〈ebβ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉|2
|〈eaα j |ψ〉|2 + |〈eaαk |ψ〉|2
=
|〈ebβ |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ψ〉+ 〈ebβ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉|2
|〈eaα j |ψ〉|2 + |〈eaαk |ψ〉|2
.
Note that pb|aβlαk j = p
b|a
βlα jk .
3 Clifford algebra (hyperbolic algebra)
As mention before we will consider the complex Hilbert space but also the hyperbolic
Hilbert space. Therefore let us define a Clifford algebra called hyperbolic algebra (see
[33]) with the purpose to define the hyperbolic Hilbert space. The formalism for this
hyperbolic algebra is similar to conventional complex numbers. This algebra contains
expressions as unit circle, Euler’s formula and conjugate. Thus, let an element z belong
to the hyperbolic algebra G if and only if it have following form;
z = x+ jy, x,y ∈R,
where j2 = 1, z1 +z2 = x1+x2+ j(y1+y2) and z1z2 = x1x2+y1+y2+ j(y1x2+y2x1).
This algebra is a commutative two-dimensional algebra with two orthonormal basis
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e0 = 1 and e1 = 1. The hyperbolic conjugate is defined as z¯ = x− jy where obviously
z¯ ∈ G. Moreover, the square of absolute value is defined by
|z|2 = zz¯ = x2− y2
and therefore will |z|2 ∈ G , in fact |z|2 ∈ R. But |z| will not be well defined for z such
that |z|2 ≤ 0. Therefore set
G+ = {z ∈ G : |z|2 ≥ 0}.
and
G∗+ = {z ∈ G : |z|2 > 0}.
Moreover define the argument argz for z ∈ G∗+ as
argz = arctanh
y
x
=
1
2 ln
x+ y
x− y .
Notice that x 6= 0, x− y 6= 0 and x+y
x−y > 0, since z ∈ G∗+. We also define a hyperbolic
exponential function
e jθ = coshθ + j sinθ , θ ∈ R.
Since coshθ ≥ 0, elements z ∈ G∗+ with x < 0 can not be represented by |z|e jθ . There-
fore, in order to represent all elements z ∈ G∗+ put
z = ε|z|e jθ ,
where ε = x/|x| and argz = θ . Moreover, this is a multiplicative semigroup. Let
z1,z2 ∈ G∗+, so |z1|2, |z2|2 > 0 then we see that z1 · z2 ∈ G∗+ by
|z1z2|2 = |ε1|z1|e jθ1ε2|z2|e jθ2 |2 = |z1|2|z2|2 > 0.
But, when we add two elements z1,z2 ∈G∗+ it follows that the existence of elements so
that z1 + z2 6∈ G∗+. Let us analyze for which of the elements z1,z2 ∈ G∗+, z1 + z2 6∈ G∗+,
i.e. |z1 + z2|2 < 0. It follows that
|z1 + z2|2 =
∣∣ε1|z1|e jθ1 + ε2|z2|e jθ2∣∣2 (8)
= |z1|2 + |z2|2 + 2ε1ε2|z1||z2|cosh(θ1 −θ2)
From (8) and cosh(θ1 − θ2) > 0 it follows that |z1 + z2|2 > 0 if ε1ε2 = 1. Here we
consider elements z1,z2 ∈ G∗+ such that |z1|2 + |z2|2 + 2ε1ε2|z1||z2|cosh(θ1 −θ2) > 0.
Let ε1ε2 =−1 then |z1 + z2|2 > 0 if and only if
arccosh
( |z1|2 + |z2|2
2|z1||z2|
)
> |θ1 −θ2|.
5
3.1 Hyperbolic Hilbert space
A hyperbolic Hilbert space H is a G-linear inner product space. Let x,y,z∈H and a,b∈
G, then consider the inner product as a map from H ×H to G having the following
properties:
(1) Conjugate symmetry: 〈x,y〉 is the conjugate to 〈y,x〉
〈x,y〉= 〈y,x〉
(2) Linearity with respect to the first argument:
〈ax+ bz,y〉= a〈x,y〉+ b〈z,y〉
(3) Non-degenerate:
〈x,y〉= 0
for all y ∈ H if and only if x = 0
In general, the norm ‖ψ‖=
√
〈ψ ,ψ〉 is not well defined. But we only need the square
of the norm ‖ψ‖2 = 〈ψ ,ψ〉.
3.2 Probability amplitudes
Set ψβ = 〈ψ |ebβ 〉. and consider the complex Hilbert space and the hyperbolic Hilbert
space. Then by Born’s rule
pbβ = |ψβ |2. (9)
We have
ψ = ∑
β
ψβ ebβ . (10)
Thus these amplitudes give a possibility to reconstruct the state. We remark that ψ =
∑α ˆPaα ψ , hence
ψβ = ∑
α
〈 ˆPaαψ |ebβ 〉. (11)
Each amplitude ψβ can be represented as the sum of subamplitudes
ψβ = ∑
α
ψβ α (12)
given by
ψβ α = 〈 ˆPaα ψ |ebβ 〉= 〈ψ |eaα〉〈eaα |ebβ 〉. (13)
Hence, one can reconstruct the state ψ on the basis of amplitudes ψβ α . We remark that
|ψβl αi |2 = |〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉|
2 = paαi p
b|a
βlαi .
In this notations
pb|aβlαk j = |ψβlαk +ψβlα j |
2/(paα j + p
a
αk). (14)
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Here |ψβlαi |=
√
paαi p
b|a
βl ,αi and therefore
ψβlαi =
√
paαi p
b|a
βl ,αiλϕβlαi , (15)
where |λϕβl αi |= 1. Moreover, put
〈ψ |eaαm〉=
√
paαmλξαm , 〈eaαm |ebβl 〉=
√
pabβlαmλθβl αm , (16)
where |λξαm |= 1 and |λθβl αm |= 1. Hence, it follows from (13) and (15) that
λϕβl αi = λξαm λθβl αm . (17)
We have a system of equations for phases ψβlαi for i, j,k, l ∈ {1,2,3},
|ψβlαi +ψβlα j |2 = |〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉+ 〈ψ |e
a
α j〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉|
2 (18)
= |〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉|
2 + |〈ψ |eaα j〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉|
2
+ 〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉〈e
bβl |e
a
α j〉〈eaα j |ψ〉
+ 〈eaαi |ψ〉〈ebβl |e
a
αi〉〈ψ |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉
= paαi p
b|a
βl ,αi + p
a
α j p
b|a
βl ,α j
+ 2λl,i j
√
paαi p
b|a
βl ,αi p
a
α j p
b|a
βl ,α j
where we put
λl,i j ≡ 12
(
λϕβlαi λϕβlα j +λϕβlα j λϕβl αi
)
. (19)
Thus, the coefficients of interference λl,i j can be written by (14) and (18) as
λl,i j ≡
(paαi + p
a
α j)p
b|a
βlαi j − (p
a
αi p
b|a
βlαi + p
a
α j p
b|a
βlα j )
2
√
paαi p
b|a
βlαi p
a
α j p
b|a
βlα j
. (20)
3.3 Interference Classification
Note that the coefficients of interference in (20) will take values in R. We divide this
into following two cases of interference depending on the absolute value of λl,i j.
1. Let |λl,i j| ≤ 1 and in this case put λϕβlαi = e
iϕβl αi , then it straight forward from
(17) that eiϕβl αi = ei(ξαi+θβl αi ). Thus, by (19) we see that
λl,i j = cos(ϕβlαi −ϕβlα j ).
We refer to this interference as trigonometric interference.
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2. Let |λl,i j| > 1 and put λϕβlαi = εl,ie
jϕβl αi where j2 = 1 and εl,i = λϕβl αi/|λϕβl αi |.
Here the symbol j is a generator of the Clifford algebra G∗+ = {z ∈G : |z|2 > 0},
(let us call it Hyperbolic algebra). An element z ∈ G∗+ have the form z = x+ jy
and the “hyperbolic conjugate”4 z = x− jy. It is apparent that z¯ ∈ G∗+. We
introduce the hyperbolic exponential function
e jθ = coshθ + j sinhθ , θ ∈R. (21)
We also use the identities
coshθ = e
jθ + e− jθ
2
and sinhθ = e
jθ − e− jθ
2 j . (22)
By (19) it follows that
λl,i j = εl,i j cosh(ϕβl αi −ϕβlα j),
where εl,i j = εl,iεl, j . We will call this hyperbolic interference.
3.4 Formula of total probability with interference term
By using the definition of the amplitude ψβlαi = 〈ψ |eaα〉〈eaα |ebβ 〉 we obtain
pbβl = |ψβl αi +ψβlα j +ψβlαk |
2 (23)
= |〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉+ 〈ψ |e
a
α j〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉+ 〈ψ |e
a
αk〉〈eaαk |ebβl 〉|
2
= |〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉|
2 + |〈ψ |eaα j〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉|
2 + |〈ψ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ebβl 〉|
2+
+ 〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉〈e
bβl |e
a
α j 〉〈eaα j |ψ〉+ 〈ψ |eaαi〉〈eaαi |ebβl 〉〈e
bβl |e
a
αk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉
+ 〈ψ |eaα j〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉〈e
bβl |e
a
αk〉〈eaαk |ψ〉+ 〈eaαi |ψ〉〈ebβl |e
a
αi〉〈ψ |eaα j 〉〈eaα j |ebβl 〉
+ 〈eaαi |ψ〉〈ebβl |e
a
αi〉〈ψ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ebβl 〉+ 〈e
a
α j |ψ〉〈ebβl |e
a
α j〉〈ψ |eaαk〉〈eaαk |ebβl 〉.
Finally, we obtain
pbβl = p
a
αi p
b|a
βlαi + p
a
α j p
b|a
βlα j + p
a
αk p
b|a
βlαk + 2λl,i j
√
pαi pα j p
b|a
βlαi p
b|a
βlα j (24)
+ 2λl,ik
√
pαi pαk p
b|a
βlαi p
b|a
βlαk + 2λl, jk
√
pα j pαk p
b|a
βlα j p
b|a
βlαk .
Here, if |λl,i j| ≤ 1 for all l, i, j = 1,2,3, i 6= j then we call this the case of trigonometric
interference and the case where |λl,i j| > 1 for all l, i, j = 1,2,3, i 6= j is called the
case of hyperbolic interference. All other cases are combinations of these two cases
of interference and is called the hyper-trigonometric interference (i.e. for some l, i, j =
4Please note that this is not the usual complex conjugate! This is the analogous conjugate associated to
the Clifford algebra. We are aware of the fact that this might be confusing, but would still like to call this
conjugate because of its similarity to the complex conjugate.
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1,2,3, i 6= j, |λl,i j| ≤ 1 and for the rest |λl,i j|> 1 ). Equation (24) is nothing else than
the formula of total probability with the interference terms. It can be considered [36]
as a perturbation of the classical formula of total probability
pbβl = p
a
αi p
b|a
βlαi + p
a
α j p
b|a
βlα j + p
a
αk p
b|a
βlαk . (25)
If all coefficients of interferences λl.i j = 0, then (24) coincides with (25).
3.5 Unitarity of transition operator
We now remark that bases consisting of aˆ- and ˆb-eigenvectors are orthogonal; hence
the operator of transition from one basis to another is unitarity. We can always select
the b-basis in the canonical way
ebβ1 =

 10
0

 , ebβ2 =

 01
0

 , ebβ3 =

 00
1

 . (26)
In this system of coordinates the a-basis has the form
eaα1 =


√pβ1α1λϕβ1α1√pβ2α1λϕβ2α1√pβ3α1λϕβ3α1

 , eaα2 =


√pβ1α2λϕβ1α2√pβ2α2λϕβ2α2√pβ3α2λϕβ3α2

 , (27)
eaα3 =


√pβ1α3λϕβ1α3√pβ2α3λϕβ3α3√pβ3α3λϕβ3α3

 .
The matrix
U =


√pβ1α1λϕβ1α1
√pβ1α2λϕβ1α2
√pβ1α3λϕβ1α3√pβ2α1λϕβ2α1
√pβ2α2λϕβ2α2
√pβ2α3λϕβ2α3√pβ3α1λϕβ3α1
√pβ3α2λϕβ3α2
√pβ3α3λϕβ3α3


is unitary. Hence, we have the system of equations
∑
m
√pβmαi pβmαk λϕβmαi λϕβmαk = 0 (28)
and
∑
m
pβmαi |λϕβmαi |
2 = 1, (29)
from the condition that U is unitary.
The second equations (29) will always hold by (5) and |λϕβmαi |= 1 ,see (15).
The first of this equations (28) can be rewritten by (17) as
λξαi λξαk ∑
m
√pβmαi pβmαk λθβmαi λθβmαk = 0, (30)
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or
∑
m
√pβmαi pβmαk λθβmαi λθβmαk = 0, (31)
where λξαi ,λξαk 6= 0.
Thus (31) imply unitarity of U .
4 Selection of orthonormal bases for the unitarity of
transition operator
We now show by example that there exist unitary U satisfying QLRA. Let us choose
to work with the case of hyperbolic interference. The same calculations with similar
basis can be done with trigonometric interference. When repeating these calculations
for trigonometric interference put λϕβlαi = e
iθβl αi
. Choose orthonormal a-bases by set-
ting λϕβlαi = εlie
jθβl αi , pαkβi = a2ki/(1+ a22i+ a23i), ε1i = 1, a1i = 1, θβ1αi = u, θβ2αi =
s, θβ3αi = t, i = 1,2,3 in (27);
eaαi =
1√
1+ a22i+ a23i

 e juε2ia2ie js
ε3ia3ie jt

 .
Since the bases are orthonormal we have that
〈
eαi |eαk
〉
=


1+a2ia2kε2iε2k+a3ia3kε3iε3k√
(a22i+a
2
3i+1)(a
2
2k+a
2
3k+1)
= 0, if k 6= i,
1 if i = k.
where i,k = 1,2,3. The case k 6= i give us a system of equations 1+ a2ia2kε2iε2k +
a3ia3kε3iε3k = 0, i,k = 1,2,3, with solution
a31 =
−a223ε223− a32a33ε32ε33− 1
ε31
(
a223a32ε32ε
2
23 + a32a
2
33ε32ε
2
33 + a33ε33
) , (32)
a21 =− a23ε23 (a32ε32 − a33ε33)
ε21
(
a223a32ε32ε
2
23 + a32a
2
33ε32ε
2
33 + a33ε33
) ,
a22 =
−a32a33ε32ε33 − 1
a23ε22ε23
.
Then let
ψ = 1√
v21 + v
2
2 + v
2
3
(v1e
γ1 jeβ1 + v2e
jγ2eβ2 + v3e
jγ3eβ3). (33)
Note that |ψ |2 = 1. Next we calculate the probabilities pαi = |〈eaαi |ψ〉|2 for i = 1,2,3,
in consideration of solutions (32). In order to reduce the size of the expressions we
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introduce the following rewriting.
d1 =
(
1+ a223+ a32a33ε32ε33
)
, d2 =
(
a32
(
a223 + a
2
33
)
ε32 + a33ε33
)
, (34)
d3 = a223 (a32ε32 − a33ε33)2, d4 = a23ε23 (a32ε32 − a33ε33) ,
d5 = (1+ a32a33ε32ε33) , d6 = a32v3ε32,
d7 = a23v2ε23, d8 = a33v3ε33,
d9 = a223a232v23, d10 = (a23ε23 + a23a32a33ε23ε32ε33)2
d11 = 1+ a223+ a233 d12 = a223
(
1+ a232
)
+ d25
d13 = v21 + v22 + v23
γs12 = γ1 − γ2 + s− u, γt13 = γ1− γ3 + t− u
We then get the following probabilities,
pα1 =
(
d22v21− 2d2 (cosh(γs12)d4v2 + cosh(γt13)d1v3)v1 + d3v22
+ d1v3 (2cosh(γs12− γt13)d4v2 + d1v3)
)(
d11d12d13
)−1
,
pα2 =
((
v21 + 2cosh(γt13)d6ε223v1 + a232v23
)
a223
− 2d5 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d6 + cosh(γs12)v1)v2ε23a23 + d25v22
)(
d12d13
)−1
,
pα3 =
(
v21 + 2cosh(γt13)d8v1 + a223v22 + a233v23
+ 2d7 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d8 + cosh(γs12)v1)
)(
d11d13
)−1
The calculations of the conditional probabilities pb|aβlαk j are found in the appendix.Moreover
pb|aβ1α1 =
d22
d11d12
, pb|aβ1α2 =
1
a232 +
d25
a223
+ 1
, pb|aβ1α3 =
1
d11
pb|aβ2α1 =
d3
d11d12
, pb|aβ2α2 =
d25
d12
, pb|aβ3α3 =
a223
d11
pb|aβ3α1 =
d21
d11d12
, pb|aβ3α2 =
a232
a232 +
d25
a223
+ 1
, pb|aβ3α3 =
a233
d11
Please note that we require that these probabilities satisfy 0 < pb|aβlαk j < 1, 0 < pαi < 1.
Since these probabilities also satisfy that ∑3i pαi = 1, ∑3l pb|aβlαk j = 1, it is sufficient to
show that ∑3i pαi > 0 and ∑3l pb|aβlαk j > 0 for all k, j. In order to show that there exist at
least one such orthonormal basis in (4) and ψ in (33) that meets these requirements on
the probabilities, we here give an example. Let γ1 = 0, γ2 = t, γ3 = t, v1 = −2, v2 =
3, v3 =−2, in the quantum state in (33)
ψ = 1√
17
(−2eβ1 + 3e jteβ2 − 2e jteβ3). (35)
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Let ε23a23 = 2, ε32a32 = 2, ε33a33 = 3, s = t, u = 0.3 in the basis in (4)
eaαi =
1√
1+
( 2
29
)2
+
(11
29
)2

 e0.3 j2
29 e
t j
− 1129 et j

, eaα2 = 1√
1+
(7
2
)2
+(2)2

 e0.3 j− 72 et j
2et j

 ,
eaα3 =
1√
1+(2)2 +(3)2

 e0.3 j2et j
3et j

 .
Then
pα1 = 0.045837, pα2 = 0.937356, pα3 = 0.016807,
pβ1α12 = 0.206349, pβ1α13 = 0.887593, pβ1α23 = 0.075727,
pβ2α12 = 0.650559, pβ2α13 = 0.111601, pβ2α23 = 0.580032,
pβ3α12 = 0.143091, pβ3α13 = 0.000805, pβ3α23 = 0.344240.
5 Appendix:
Here we calculate the conditional probabilities
pb|aβlαk j = |ψβlαk +ψβlα j |
2/(paα j + p
a
αk).
We use (34) to reduce the size of the expressions
pb|aβ1α12 =−
1
d11
+1−
(
a233v
2
2 +a
2
23v
2
3 −2cosh (γs12 − γt13)d7d8
)
[(
v21 + v
2
3
)
a223 + v
2
2 + v
2
3 −2cosh (γt13)d8v1
−2d7 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d8 + cosh(γs12)v1)+a233
(
v21 + v
2
2
)]−1
pb|aβ1α13 =
(
2
((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
)
v1ε23 (cosh(γs12)d5v2 − cosh(γt13)a23d6ε23)a23
−2cosh (γs12 − γt13)d5d6v2ε23a323 +
(
d29 +d25 v22
)
a223
+
((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
) 2v21
)
[
d12
(((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
)
v21 +a
2
23
(
a232 +1
)
v22 +
(
a223 +d25
)
v23
+2a23ε23 (d5 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d6 + cosh(γs12)v1)v2 − cosh(γt13)a23d6v1ε23)
)]−1
pb|aβ1α23 =
a223
d12
+
1
d11
−
(
d21 v22−2cosh (γs12− γt13)d1d4v3v2 +d3v23
)
[(
a423 +
(
a232 +a
2
33 +2
)
a223 +d25
)
v21 +2d2 (cosh(γs12)d4v2 + cosh(γt13)d1v3)v1
+
((
a232 +1
)
a423 +
(
a233 +1
)
d25 +2d10
)
v22−2cosh (γs12− γt13)d1d4v2v3
+ v23
(
2a32ε32ε33a333 +
(
a223 +1
)
a233 +a
2
32
(
a423 +
(
2a233 +1
)
a223 +a
4
33
))]−1
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pb|aβ2α12 =
((
v21 +2cosh(γt13)d8ε223v1 +a233v23
)
a223
−2(a233 +1) (cosh(γs12− γt13)d8 + cosh(γs12)v1)v2ε23a23 +(a233 +1) 2v22
)
[
d11
((
v21 + v
2
3
)
a223 + v
2
2 + v
2
3 −2cosh(γt13)d8v1
)−
d11
(
2d7 (cosh(γs12 − γt13)d8 + cosh (γs12)v1)+a233
(
v21 + v
2
2
))]−1
pb|aβ2α13 =
(
a223
((
v21 +2cosh (γt13)d6v1 +a232v23
)
d25
+2
(
a232 +1
)
d7 (cosh(γs12 − γt13)d6 + cosh(γs12)v1)d5 +a223
(
a232 +1
) 2v22
))
[
d12
(((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
)
v21 +a
2
23
(
a232 +1
)
v22 +
(
a223 +d25
)
v23
+2a23ε23
(
d5 (cosh(γs12 − γt13)d6 + cosh (γs12)v1)v2− cosh (γt13)a23d6v1ε23
))]−1
pb|aβ2α23 =
(((
a232 +1
)
a423 +
(
a233 +1
)
d25 +2d10
) 2v22
−2cosh (γs12− γt13)d1d4
((
a232 +1
)
a423 +
(
a233 +1
)
d25 +2d10
)
v3v2
+2d2d4v1
(
cosh(γs12)
((
a232 +1
)
a423 +
(
a233 +1
)
d25 +2d10
)
v2 − cosh(γt13)d1d4v3
)
+d3
(
d22 v21 +d21 v23
))
[
d11d12
((
a423 +
(
a232 +a
2
33 +2
)
a223 +d25
)
v21 +2d2
(
cosh(γs12)d4v2
+ cosh(γt13)d1v3
)
v1 +
((
a232 +1
)
a423 +
(
a233 +1
)
d25 +2d10
)
v22
−2cosh (γs12− γt13)d1d4v2v3
+ v23
(
2a32ε32ε33a333 +
(
a223 +1
)
a233 +a
2
32
(
a423 +
(
2a233 +1
)
a223 +a
4
33
)))]−1
pb|aβ3 α12 =
(
a223
(
a223v
2
1 +d25 v22
)
a232 +2a23ε23ε32
((
a223 +d25
)
v3
(
cosh(γs12 − γt13)d5v2
− cosh(γt13)a23v1ε23
)− cosh(γs12)a23a32d5d7v1ε23ε32)a32 +(a223 +d25) 2v23
)
[
d12
(((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
)
v21 +a
2
23
(
a232 +1
)
v22 +
(
a223 +d25
)
v23
+2a23ε23 (d5 (cosh(γs12 − γt13)d6 + cosh (γs12)v1)v2− cosh (γt13)a23d6v1ε23)
)]−1
pb|aβ3α13 =
(
a223
(
a223v
2
1 +d25 v22
)
a232 +2a23ε23ε32
((
a223 +d25
)
v3
(
cosh(γs12 − γt13)d5v2
− cosh(γt13)a23v1ε23
)− cosh(γs12)a23a32d5d7v1ε23ε32)a32 +(a223 +d25) 2v23
)
[
d12
(((
a223 +a
2
33
)
a232 +2d5 −1
)
v21 +a
2
23
(
a232 +1
)
v22
+
(
a223 +d25
)
v23 +2a23ε23
(
d5 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d6 + cosh(γs12)v1)v2
− cosh(γt13)a23d6v1ε23
))]−1
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pb|aβ3α23 =
(
d12
((
d22 v21 −2cosh (γs12)d2d4v2v1 +d3v22
)
d21 +2
(
cosh(γt13)d2v1
− cosh(γs12 − γt13)d4v2
)
v3
(
a232a
4
23 +
((
2a233 +1
)
a232 +a
2
33
)
a223 +a
2
33
+a32a
3
33
(
a32a33 +2ε32ε33
))
d1
+ v23
(
a232a
4
23 +
((
2a233 +1
)
a232 +a
2
33
)
a223 +a
2
33 +a32a
3
33 (a32a33 +2ε32ε33)
) 2))
[((
a232 +1
)
a223 +d25
) 2d11((d12v22 +d11 (v21 +2cosh (γt13)d6ε223v1 +a232v23))a223
−2d5d11 (cosh(γs12− γt13)d6 + cosh(γs12)v1)v2ε23a23
+d25 d11v22 +2cosh (γt13)d8d12v1 +2d7d12
(
cosh(γs12 − γt13)d8 + cosh (γs12)v1
)
+d12
(
v21 +a
2
33v
2
3
))]−1
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